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In spite of the fact that a great deal has been written about Lobachevsky's
philosophical and methodological ideas, we do not, as yet, have an adequate
understanding of them. In the last century his ideas were misconceived
because they did not fit the Zeitgeist. In our own time they have been
simplified and distorted to fit various unscientific intentions. Furthermore,
some aspects of these ideas have not yet been brought out, have not yet been
extracted from the original materials, and have not yet been adequately
analyzed in terms of their genesis and significance. Thus it is safe to say
that the existing characterizations of Lobachevsky as a thinker are basically
incomplete.

This paper is an attempt to give a more adequate picture of Lobachev-
ski's philosophical ideas and to clarify their connection with his scientific
work.

1. The Philosophy of Mathematics at the Beginning
of the Nineteenth Century

At the beginning of the nineteenth century there were formulated various
notions of the nature of mathematics. Chief among them was the empirical
view of mathematics that goes back to Aristotle. According to Aristotle,
mathematical notions are simply abstractions from sensible objects. For
Aristotle, mathematical rigor is a direct consequence of the simplicity of
the properties of the objects that mathematics deals with.1 Newton held
similar views. For him surfaces and lines 'are indeed rooted in the nature
of things, and are observed by us every day in the motions of bodies'.2

The positions of d'Alembert and Gauss were much the same. True, Gauss
assumed that arithmetic is not based on experience and that numbers are
the creations of the human mind alone. On the other hand, when it came
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1 See Aristotle, Metaphysics XIII, 1077bl4-1078a31.
2 I. Newton, 'Tractatus de quadratura curvarum.' in D. T. Whiteside (ed.), The math-
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to space as a geometric notion, he was convinced that 'it has a reality
beyond the human mind for which we cannot prescribe laws completely a
priori'.3 That is why Gauss felt that geometry is closer to experience than
is arithmetic, akin to mechanics rather than to arithmetic.

The evolution of modern mathematics brought to light specific difficulties
associated with strict empiricism. Certain entities, such as irrational num-
bers, complex numbers, and infinitesimals could not possibly be thought
of as abstractions from experience. Attempts to understand the essence
of infinitesimals led to the idea of fictitious magnitudes that have no 'real'
significance but are nevertheless useful in mathematics. Leibniz gave the
first clear expression of this idea. 'He', says Leibniz,

who does not accept as real objects infinitely large and infinitely small lines in
a strictly metaphysical sense, can still use them dependably as ideal concepts
that shorten arguments and are similar to what are called in analysis imaginary
numbers (such as \/^2). The fact that the latter are called imaginary does
not prevent them from being useful, and even indispensable, for the analytic
expression of real numbers.4

Euler inclined to a similar interpretation of infinitely large numbers. 'Even
if, says Euler,

one denies the actual existence in the universe of an infinite number, one
nevertheless frequently encounters in mathematical investigations questions
that one cannot answer without the admission of an infinite number.6

The most consistent statement of the ideology of factionalism is found in
L. Carnot's Reflections on the Metaphysics of the Infinitesimal Calculus.
In this work Carnot constructs a specific mechanism of the interaction of
fictitious and real elements in a theory. 'In algebra', says Carnot,

one introduces in computations purely imaginary concepts, fictitious entities
that can neither exist nor be apprehended, but do not, on this account, lose
their utility. They are used in an auxiliary manner as matching terms to
simplify the comparison of actual quantities whose interrelation one wants
to obtain, and are subsequently eliminated by means of transformations that
represent, so to say, purely mechanical labor.6

Far from denying the significance of experience in relation to the initial
concepts of mathematics, fictionalism reveals the special status of those of
its intrinsic objects that do not admit a strict empirical explanation.

Philosophers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries sensed another,
deeper, flaw of empiricism involving basic mathematical notions. If mathe-
matical axioms are generalizations from experience, then they must be open

3 C. F. Gauss, Werke, Vol. 8, Leipzig, 1900, p. 201.
4 Leibniz an Varignon, (Hannover, 2 Fevrier, 1702).
5 L. Euler, Institutiones Calculi Differentialis. Partis primis, Caput III, p. 82.
6 L. Carnot, Reflexions sur la metaphysique du calcul infinitesimal, Vol. 2. Paris, 1921,

p. 61.
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to criticism based on experience. But the whole history of mathematics
demonstrates their absolute stability. It also demonstrates an exception-
ally strong conviction of their truth—a conviction that rules out the very
thought of their refutation. The a priori view of mathematics resulted from
an attempt to correct this flaw of the empirical view of mathematical ax-
ioms. Kant's transcendental philosophy and his aprioristic interpretation
of mathematical knowledge reached the height of its fame at the beginning
of the nineteenth century. According to Kant, at the base of mathematical
concepts there is a certain subjective, and at the same time strictly inter-
subjective, essence, pure perception that takes two forms: pure perception
of space and pure perception of time. According to Kant, geometry is just a
conceptual expression of the pure perception of space, and arithmetic is the
corresponding conceptual expression of the pure perception of time. From
this viewpoint, the rigor (unconditional character) of mathematics is ex-
plained by the fact that mathematics fixes in its intuitions the very norms
of thought, and these norms cannot be rejected as a result of assertions
about experience constructed on the basis of these very norms.

The key characteristic of Kant's philosophy of mathematics is that it
restricts the subject matter of mathematics to objects constructed by per-
ception. Obviously, in this it is hardly compatible with the possibility of
non-Euclidean geometries. The Kantian conception does admit a certain
formal possibility of alternative geometries, because it asserts the synthetic
character of mathematical assertions and admits the possibility of different
ways of pure perception.7 However, for human consciousness with its given
forms of sense perception, a geometry other than Euclidean would be a pure
form without content, incapable of development, for, according to Kant, a
mathematical proof cannot be realized 'out of concepts alone' without the
help of direct perception.

Undoubtedly, empiricism was the dominant philosophical view that influ-
enced the methodological thinking of nineteenth-century mathematicians.
This view could not promote the consolidation of non-Euclidean geome-
tries because it insisted on strict dependence of mathematical concepts on
experience. But it is a fact that the new geometries, which eventually led
to the rejection of empiricism in mathematics, appeared in the context of
empirical views, and, to some extent, on the basis of such views. This can
be seen with particular clarity in the case of Lobachevsky.

2. Lobachevsky on the Nature of Mathematical Concepts.

According to Lobachevsky, mathematics is the science of the measurement
of nature, and geometry is 'the part of pure mathematics that prescribes

7 See I. Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft. Immanuel Kant's Werke, Vol. 3. Berlin,
1913, p. 78.
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the methods of measurement of space'.8 The difference between geome-
try and mathematical disciplines such as arithmetic, algebra and analysis
(Lobachevsky called the latter Analytics) is that it is based on visual rep-
resentation and synthesis. Thus Lobachevsky singled out geometry as a
mathematical discipline closer in some sense to experience than are other
mathematical disciplines, and, like Gauss, inclined to group it with me-
chanics rather than with arithmetic and analysis.9 But he also ruled out
all a priori elements in analytics. In his view, the human mind arrived
at the notion of number, as well as at other mathematical notions, as a
result of the direct action of objects on the senses.10 Thus, when charac-
terizing Lobachevsky's methodological attitudes, we must, above all, note
the empirical orientation of his thinking. In this respect he is thoroughly
consistent—and more radical than Gauss, who allowed an a priori interpre-
tation of the initial ideas of arithmetic.

Another important attitude of Lobachevsky was his insistence on achiev-
ing complete rigor in mathematics. Here one must agree with A. P. Norden
that 'one of the leading ideas in all of Lobachevsky's works was the recogni-
tion of the insufficient rigor of the mathematics of his time and his striving
for complete rigor'.11 Lobachevsky's ideal of rigor was not limited to an in-
sistence on the completeness of proofs. His key demand was the provision of
a firm foundation for an entire theory. It was foundational incompleteness
that was the primary source of his dissatisfaction with the mathematics of
his time. In the introduction to his Algebra he wrote:

The same fate has befallen algebra and geometry. After the initial rapid
progress came very slow advances, which left mathematics on a level where
it is still far from perfection. The likely reason for this is that mathematicians
diverted all their attention to advanced problems of Analytics and neglected
the foundations, for they did not wish to bother cultivating a field they had
gone over once and had left behind But at some point it is necessary to go
back again to the foundations and, this time, observe complete rigor.12

It seems that the requirement of full rigor in mathematics is not compat-
ible with the assumption of its experiential basis, for inferences based on
experience are subject to experiential rejection. Inferences based on expe-
rience are necessarily hypothetical (probabilistic). At the beginning of the
nineteenth century this truth was accepted both by empiricists and by fol-
lowers of the a priori approach. According to Kant, experience cannot serve

8 B. L. Modzalevsky, Materials for a Biography of N. I. Lobachevsky. Moscow/Lenin-
grad, 1948, p. 205.

9 See N. I. Lobachevsky, Collected Works, Vol. 2. Moscow/Leningrad, 1949, p. 164.
10 N. I. Lobachevsky, 'Precepts for teachers of mathematics', Memoirs of the Institute
for the History of Science. Issue 2, Moscow, 1948, p. 557.
11 A. P. Norden, 'Questions of justification of geometry in the works of N, I. Lobachev-
sky', Historical-mathematical Investigations. Issue 11, Moscow, 1958, p. 99.
12 N. I. Lobachevsky, Collected Works, Vol. 4. Moscow/Leningrad, 1949, p. 24.
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as the basis of universal and apodictic inferences. But, in Lobachevsky's
view, inferences that determine primary experience can be indispensable
and absolutely accurate. According to Lobachevsky, the initial statements
of a mathematical theory

must be truths that are for us beyond doubt, our first notions about the
nature of things, which, once acquired, are preserved forever, notions that are
inseparable from every mental perception and serve as the initial basis for
every inference about things. This is what the foundations of geometry must
be like.13

Lobachevsky assumes that the acceptance as the basis of mathematics of
such a system of concepts, based on direct vision of things, on 'first ex-
perience', justifies calling it an exact science.14 For Lobachevsky, a firm
foundation of a mathematical theory and its experiential origin are com-
patible, provided that we do not go beyond the bounds of direct experience
that has absolute foundational significance.

Thus when we speak of Lobachevsky's empiricism we must note that his
was a kind of fundamentalist empiricism that assumes complete justifica-
tion (experiential proof) of a certain kind of mathematical judgments. In
this Lobachevsky's empiricism differs radically from the later empiricism
of Riemann, who regarded axioms as nothing more than hypotheses. Here
the empiricist Lobachevsky somewhat resembles the intuitionist Brouwer,
for whom basic intuition settles unambiguously the question of the truth of
the initial mathematical judgments and excludes from their interpretation
all hypothetical and conventional elements.

Lobachevsky draws a distinction between the initial concepts of mathe-
matics, taken directly from experience, and derived ('produced', 'com-
pounded') notions, defined on the basis of the initial ones. It would be
reasonable to expect that as a consistent empiricist Lobachevsky might
also impose certain restrictions on abstract notions determined by their ac-
cordance with the outside world (experience). But this is not so. In his
case, abstract mathematics is subject to exclusively logical criteria. Here,
Lobachevsky anticipates in many respects the modern formalistic interpre-
tation of mathematical concepts.

When it comes to setting forth a theory, Lobachevsky favors the analytic
method, where the content of the subject is given by means of equations
and all concepts are defined rigorously and independently of their sensory
basis.15 He regards synthesis as unavoidable in the beginning of a mathe-
matical theory and sees the manifestation of the theory's maturity only on
the level of analysis. He has this to say about trigonometric functions:

Thus far, geometric arguments are necessary in Trigonometry until they have

13 L. B. Modzalevsky, op. cit., p. 177.
14 Idem, p. 204.
15 Idem, p. 177.
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been used to discover distinctive properties of trigonometric functions... From
then on Trigonometry becomes completely independent of Geometry and has
all the virtues of analysis.16

While synthesis cannot be completely eliminated from geometry, it turns
more and more—in Lobachevsky's view—into a part of analysis. For Loba-
chevsky, the analytic method represents not just a more rigorous approach
to the solution of problems but the most promising line of evolution of all
mathematics. 'Be that as it may', he wrote, in Survey of the teaching of pure
mathematics for the year 1824, 'it is analysis alone that has raised mathe-
matics to its present advanced level, and the geometric method proved to
be inadequate a long time ago...J l?

Undoubtedly, Lobachevsky's belief in the superiority of the analytic
method was due to the influence of the works of Lagrange. But Lobachevsky
developed a more formalistic understanding of his method. In his attempts
to justify analysis and mechanics, Lagrange emphasized rigorous defini-
tions, and therefore tried to reduce the concepts of analysis to those of
algebra. On the other hand, Lobachevsky regarded the generality of analy-
sis as its basic characteristic, and disagreed in principle with the idea of the
reduction and restriction of the initial concepts. He had this to say about
Lagrange's notion of function (1825):

It seems impossible to doubt that everything in the universe can be represented
by numbers and that every change and relation in it can be expressed by means
of an analytic function. Meanwhile, an extensive view of the theory admits
the existence of dependence only in the sense that numbers, one with another,
are supposed to be given together. Consequently, in his calculus of functions
(Calcul des functions), by which he wanted to replace the differential calculus,
Lagrange did as much harm to the extensiveness of the concept as he wished
to gain in terms of the rigor of inferences.18

Unlike Lagrange, Lobachevsky insists on the rigor of mathematical con-
cepts without loss of generality. Also, logical generalization becomes for
Lobachevsky the means of achieving complete rigor.

The idea of ultimate generality ('extensiveness') of concepts plays a fun-
damental role in Lobachevsky's methodology. All the fundamental defini-
tions of his Algebra are given in this key. Lobachevsky neither looks for, nor
uses, substantial ideas that classify the notions of negative, irrational, and
imaginary numbers. All of the definitions are given in a completely formal
manner, and, as Lobachevsky himself puts it, 'with the sole intention of
making the rules of operations general'.19

In Lobachevsky's case, the striving for ultimate generality of a concept

16 Idem, p. 204.
17 Idem, p. 174.
18 Collected Works, Vol. 5. Moscow/Leningrad, 1951, p. 44.
19 Collected Works, Vol. 4, p. 25.
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is connected with the idea of eliminating arbitrary hypotheses from mathe-
matics. Pointing to the possibility of a wider notion of function than the
one used by Lagrange, Lobachevsky writes: 'In that case, the assumption
that the function is expressible analytically, must be called arbitrary.'20

According to Lobachevsky, arbitrariness is allowed in a mathematical argu-
ment if a particular assertion is regarded as the only possible one. On the
level of the initial concepts Lobachevsky wanted to eliminate arbitrariness
by means of their immediate connection with experience. On the abstract
levels of a theory he wanted to achieve the same goal by means of ultimate
generality of concepts and arguments.

Finally, an investigation of Lobachevsky's methodology cannot ignore
the fact that he was a consistent supporter of the fictionalist conception.
We are not sure that he was familiar with the ideas of L. Carnot,21 but his
treatment of imaginary and irrational numbers, and of infinitesimals in their
relation to reality, is extremely close to that in Carnot's Reflections. In the
Survey of the teaching of pure mathematics for the year 1825, Lobachevsky
says the following about imaginary numbers:

Thus, much would be lost if they were eliminated from analysis because of the
unreality of their values, at a time when they lead to conclusions as correct
as possible magnitudes. On the contrary, here we can see an example of the
extensiveness of analysis, in that it extends not only to possible magnitudes
but also to imaginary ones.22

He takes a similar approach to infinitesimals, and objects to the relevant
views of Lagrange:

In his theory of analytic functions Lagrange tries to avoid the use of infinitesi-
mals. But at the same time he does not hesitate to introduce in his computa-
tions an imaginary root which, in and of itself, does not exist and can only be
understood in terms of its properties: that suffices. And one should not de-
prive a mathematician of something that serves as a new means of facilitating
computations in a theory as long as all of its transactions rest on foundations
that are beyond doubt.23

Lobachevsky includes irrationals among the imaginary entities.
Given his views on the intrinsic concepts of mathematics, Lobachevsky

should by right be regarded as one of the predecessors of the formalist phi-
losophy of mathematics. Some of his statements are completely in the spirit
of Hilbert. In his opinion, mathematical analysis 'is just a game of sym-
bols' and 'includes expressions which admit no meaning whatever'.24 Here

2 0 Idem, p . 15.
2 1 Cf. S. Cicenia and A. Drago in L. Magnani (ed.). Conocense e Matematica (Milan:
Marcos y Marcos, 1991), per G. Crowe.
2 2 L. B. Modzalevsky, op. cit., p . 208.
2 3 Collected Works, Vol. 1. Moscow/Leningrad, 1946, p. 370.
2 4 L. B. Modzalevsky, op. cit., p . 208.
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he separates sharply the universe of mathematical abstractions from phys-
ical entities. At the very least, the latter do not dictate their requirements
to mathematics.

Lobachevsky's views on the nature of mathematical concepts have some
similarity with traditional nominalism in its extreme form. He thinks that
concrete concepts are uniquely determined by the sensible objects, whereas
all abstractions are, on the contrary, 'created artificially by our minds',25

that is, are ultimately subjective and auxiliary constructions. Such views
allow him to reconcile the seemingly incompatible positions of mathematical
empiricism and fictionalism.

Thus we discern in Lobachevsky's methodology two basic attitudes. One
is the tendency to justify mathematics as the science of nature, to base it on
concepts directly connected with experience, and the other is the tendency
to free the intrinsic mathematical concepts of all restrictions other than
logical ones. These two attitudes are clearly manifested in Lobachevsky's
approaches to the justification of non-Euclidean geometry.

3. Approaches to the Justification of Non-Euclidean Geometry.
Almost all of Lobachevsky's geometric works begin with arguments pertain-
ing to bodies and their contacts. These arguments create the impression
of some archaic natural philosophy, unrelated to geometry as a rigorous
discipline. But they derive directly from Lobachevsky's general views on
the rigorous justification of a mathematical theory. Lobachevsky is of the
opinion that the initial concepts of Euclidean geometry, namely points,
lines and planes, are too abstract and artificial to serve as a foundation of
geometry as a rigorous discipline. One must begin with concepts that one
deals with in real life, and, above all, in the practice of measurement.

Surfaces and lines exist in the imagination and not in nature, and thus presup-
pose properties of bodies whose cognition ought to give rise in us to the notion
of surfaces and lines. So far, no one has undertaken the task of ascending to
these sources, and the foundations of geometry have remained dark... 26

Lobachevsky regarded bodies and contacts as just such primary concepts
acquired directly from experience. They are ultimate concepts and do not
admit the usual logical definitions.

The one property shared by all bodies that should be called geometric is con-
tact. Words cannot fully convey what we mean by it; it is a concept acquired
through the senses.27

Lobachevsky's intention is clear. He wants to replace the initial abstrac-
tions of Euclidean geometry by concepts closer to experience and to create a

2 5 Collected Works, Vol. 2, p. 159.
2 6 L. B. Modzelevski, op.cifc., p. 177.
2 7 Collected Works, Vol. 1, p. 186.
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new axiomatic basis of geometry that can be regarded as absolutely justified
by experience or proved in experience. Using the concepts of body, contact
and section, Lobachevsky defines the concepts of surface, line, point and
plane, and proves all of Euclid's axioms with the exception of the parallel
postulate. He thus provides an empirical foundation of absolute geometry
and singles out the parallel postulate as an arbitrary assumption that is
not deducible from simple assumptions about bodies.

The claim that Lobachevsky's empirical attitude played an important
role in his discovery of non-Euclidean geometry is to some extent true.
In the specific form it took in Lobachevsky's case, this attitude pointed
unambiguously to the parallel postulate as an assertion without adequate
justification. Had Lobachevsky been a Kantian, he would have accepted
this axiom as necessary, as a datum of pure perception. Had he been
an empiricist-probabilist, the problem of parallelism would, for him, have
dissolved in the multitude of problems associated with the remaining ax-
ioms, and would have lost its definite mathematical sense. In line with the
logic of his arguments presented earlier, for Lobachevsky the empiricist-
fundamentalist the parallel postulate was the one obvious defect of the
foundations of geometry.28 Here we are confronted by a case in which the
methodological attitude determines the significance of a problem and the
direction of a concrete investigation.

One must not, however, blow the role of this attitude out of proportion.
When it comes to the discovery of non-Euclidean geometry, Lobachevsky's
advance was to a much greater extent determined by his adherence to the
analytic and formalistic style of thought.

In On the Foundations of Geometry (1829-30), his first work on non-
Euclidean geometry, Lobachevsky argues in full accord with his attitude of
using generalization to surmount arbitrariness in mathematical arguments.
If we have reason to regard the Euclidean assumption that 'the angle of
parallelism is 7r/2' as arbitrary, then, according to Lobachevsky, the only
way out is to construct a generalized geometry in which this angle can
vary from TT/2 to 0. Thus, for Lobachevsky, non-Euclidean geometry is
the only possible generalization of geometry that removes the arbitrariness
associated with the acceptance of the parallel postulate.

It has been claimed (by Beltrami, Helmholtz, A. P. Norden and others)
that, unlike Riemann's analytic approach, Lobachevsky's approach to non-
Euclidean geometry was traditional-geometric, or synthetic. This view is
only partly justifiable. More specifically, it is justifiable in the sense that,

28 The only reason why Lobachevsky admitted the possibility of investigation of logical
variants of the parallel postulate was that this postulate is not dictated by experience
(i.e., by notions about bodies). This consideration does not apply to a single one of the
remaining axioms. In particular, the idea of Riemannian geometry was unacceptable
for Lobachevsky because he regarded the straight-line axiom ('two points determine a
unique line') as a truth established by experience with full certainty.
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unlike Riemann, Lobachevsky did not start directly from the concept of
number. Notwithstanding this fact, the analytic methodology is also dom-
inant in Lobachevsky's case. Already in his Imaginary Geometry (1835),
Lobachevsky constructs his arguments in a purely analytic manner. He
starts from generic statements of generalized geometry as given and justi-
fies this kind of generalized theory as part of analysis. In Lobachevsky's
works in which the transition to a general theory comes after the justifi-
cation of the axioms of Euclidean geometry, this transition is determined
not by means of weighty geometric arguments but, exclusively, by means of
the idea of generalization, transplanted from algebra and analysis. At this
point one must acknowledge the direct connection between the penetration
of the analytic style of thought into geometry and the emergence of non-
Euclidean geometries. It is easy to see that at the bases of the methodologies
of Riemann and Lobachevsky lies the idea of a formal logical generalization,
completely independent of the possibility of its real-world interpretation.

It is important to note that in Lobachevsky's first work the emphasis is
not on refuting the Euclidean assumption but on justifying it in a specific
sense. Lobachevsky shows that while the generalized geometry rejects this
assumption, it must nevertheless admit it as true for everyday distances.
'Thus', writes Lobachevsky,

the smaller the triangle, the less its angle sum differs from two right angles.
This being so, one can imagine to what extent this difference, which is the
basis of our theory of parallels, justifies the accuracy of all the computations
of ordinary geometry and allows the assumption that the elements of the latter
may be regarded as rigorously established.29

Another of Lobachevsky's arguments in favor of the truth of Euclidean
geometry is based on data of astronomical observations. Using known par-
allaxes of stars, Lobachevsky shows that the possible defect of a triangle
whose base is the diameter of the orbit of the Earth and whose opposite
vertex is the star Sirius is less than the measurement error. Lobachevsky
concludes that

This being so, one cannot claim that the assumption [of the Euclidean nature
of space (V. P.)] could turn out to be noticeably false before we go beyond the
bounds of the observable universe.30

We see that Lobachevsky admits two kinds of experience-based justifica-
tions of geometric assertions. Most geometric axioms are directly dictated
by notions about bodies or by notions about space and proved by them.31

2 9 Collected Works, Vol. 1, p. 209.
3 0 Idem, p . 209.
3 1 It is important to note that the concept 'notions about space' is always used by
Lobachevsky as a synonym for the concept 'notions about bodies'. It stems from from
his conviction that true notions about space are in essence only general and necessary
notions about bodies. See also the succeeding paragraphs.
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As for the parallel postulate, 'it is not included in our notion of bodies', says
Lobachevsky. This axiom is an arbitrary supplement to the true axioms
(proved by notions about bodies) and is justified only in practical terms by
common experience and within definite bounds. The key idea of the work
On the Foundations of Geometry is that if we start from the generalized
definition of parallelism and the undoubtedly true axioms, then, for ev-
eryday distances, the parallel postulate is also justified theoretically. Here
Lobachevsky realizes a highly original attempt of indirect (theoretical) as-
sertion that is justified neither in terms of direct experience nor in terms
of strict deduction.32

We see that non-Euclidean geometry first turned up in Lobachevsky's
work as a formal generalization, a generalized structure that makes it pos-
sible to adduce arguments in favor of the practical reliability of Euclidean
assumptions. In principle, this structure could be viewed as a simple an-
alytic device, similar in nature to a purely algebraic generalization. But
Lobachevsky is aware that this generalized structure, its purely analytic
validity notwithstanding, is also a geometric theory, and, as such, gives
rise to the question of its relation to nature. And if ordinary experience
and the practice of measurements confirm Euclidean geometry to a high
degree of accuracy, then it is reasonable to ask what can be the real-world
significance of the new geometry based on more general and hypothetical
assumptions.

Lobachevsky's relevant arguments reduce, in the main, to two. The first
of these two arguments is the following. The new geometry may be ap-
plied in the real world (as a means of measurement) beyond the bounds
of everyday experience, in very small regions, for example, for descriptions
of molecular forces. This argument is based on the conviction that man's
geometric notions are, ultimately, determined by the forces of nature, and
that 'some forces of nature follow one [geometry] and others their very own
Geometry'.33 Obviously, here Lobachevsky follows the Leibnizian idea of
space as a derived notion. He was deeply convinced that ' . . . The forces pro-
duce everything by themselves: movement, velocity, time, mass, and even
distances and angles'.34 Here non-Euclidean geometry is being considered
as a possible device for future physics.35

3 2 This approach was later used by A. N. Kolmogorov in connection with another prob-
lem. In the paper 'On the principle of tertium non datur' (1925), Kolmogorov admitted
the questionable nature of the law of the excluded middle when applied to infinite sets,
but, at the same time, showed (basing himself on the truth of the laws of minimal logic)
that this law is completely 'harmless' (leads to no contradictions) in a wide range of
situations. The general logic of Kolmogorov's argument is obviously the same as in the
case of Lobachevsky.
3 3 Collected Works, Vol. 2, p . 159.
3 4 Idem, p . 159.
3 5 For more detailed exposition of Lobachevsky's arguments, see Norman Daniels, 'Loba-
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When Lobachevsky's views are analyzed, this metaphysical argument is
most often pointed to. But this argument was not of key significance for
him. In fact, he argued against it by noting the negative results of as-
tronomical observations, the unimaginable nature of mechanisms of nature
that would make angles depend on lengths, and the possible prohibition
of non-Euclidianness coming from mechanics.36 In Imaginary geometry
Lobachevsky denied the idea of the realization of his geometry in nature.
There we find two theses which, when taken together, make crystal clear
Lobachevsky's position concerning the real-world status of his geometry:
(1) 'In theory, nothing prevents us from assuming that the angle sum of a
rectilinear triangle is less than two right angles.' (2) 'The assumption that
the angle sum of a triangle is less than two right angles is admissible only in
Analytics, for measurements in nature do not reveal the slightest deflection
of this sum from a half circle.'37

This means that, when all is said and done, Lobachevsky views the
generalized geometry as a mental, imaginary, construction which makes
sense only as an analytic generalization. What justifies it is not its possible
use for purposes of measurement but its usefulness for all of mathematics.
In his work On the Foundations of Geometry Lobachevsky concludes his
arguments about the relation of geometry to nature with these words:

Thus, it is very likely that the Euclidean axioms are the only true ones, al-
though this will forever remain unproved. Be that as it may, even if the new
Geometry, whose foundations have already been set down here, has no exis-
tence in nature, it can nevertheless exist in our imagination, and, while it is of
no use for measurements, it opens a new extensive field for mutual applications
of Geometry and Analytics.38

Lobachevsky repeats the same arguments in his Imaginary Geometry. Spea-
king of the new geometry he says that 'even if it does not exist in nature, it
should be accepted in Analytics'.39 Here we see Lobachevsky's second, fun-
damental, argument in favor of the acceptability of non-Euclidean geometry
that derives from his view of a mathematical theory as a method.

Lobachevsky's arguments concerning the consistency of his geometry
are also related to his second argument. After stating the axioms of non-
Euclidean trigonometry, Lobachevsky points out a simple transformation
(multiplication of line elements by v̂ —T) that changes them into true asser-
tions of spherical trigonometry. Since spherical trigonometry is independent
of the parallel postulate (a fact proved by Lobachevsky), this formal con-

chevsky: Some anticipations of later views on the relation between geometry and physics',
Isis 66 (1975), 75-85.
3 6 Collected Works, Vol. 1, pp. 209-210, 261.
3 7 Idem, Vol. 3, p. 26.
3 8 Idem, Vol. 1, pp. 209-210.
3 9 Idem. Vol. 3, p. 16.
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nection is tantamount to a reduction of the consistency of Lobachevsky's
plane geometry to the consistency of absolute geometry. This is the basis
for Lobachevsky's conclusion about the possibility and reliability of appli-
cations of the new geometry to analysis.40

In Lobachevsky's works (especially in his Pangeometry (1855)) one finds
one more argument in favor of the acceptability of the new geometry that is
directly related to his fundamentalist treatment of the axioms of absolute
geometry. Lobachevsky views non-Euclidean geometry as a formulation
of general requirements about space, unrelated to the special assumption
of parallelism. As such, this formulation derives exclusively from axioms
unconditionally established by notions about space. Lobachevsky is of the
opinion that the equations of the new geometry 'provide a justification of
geometry in the most general form' because they do not depend on arbitrary
assumptions and are the only possible equations that do not violate the
requirements of other axioms.41

In arguments about the real-world status, and the justification, of his
geometry, Lobachevsky attains heights of methodological thinking that are
remarkable for his time. He realizes the transition from a subjective (re-
flective) understanding of a mathematical theory to its understanding as a
logical method. Moreover, he does this in relation to geometry, a theory
that has traditionally paid maximal attention to the subject matter of its
assertions and their real-world significance. Here geometry is no longer un-
derstood as a theory that prescribes ways of measuring space. Lobachevsky
admits the possibility of a geometrical theory that is exclusively a method.
He claims that one may accept as legitimate not only imaginary elements
but also imaginary theories, theories-fictions, whose sole justification is their
usefulness in analysis.

Lobachevsky advanced the development of philosophy and the metho-
dology of mathematics in several respects. He made precise, and brought
substantially closer to contemporary levels, the notion of the axiomatic con-
struction of a mathematical theory. One finds in his works the origins of
modern metamathematics—demonstrative reasoning about a mathematical
theory (proofs of consistency, independence, and so on). Ahead of practice,
he stated ideas about the connection between geometry and physics, about
the relation of analytic and synthetic elements in mathematics, about the
concept of the infinite, and so on. But his greatest advance in this sphere
was undoubtedly his break with the subjective (reflective) interpretation
of mathematical knowledge and his idea of functional justification of a
mathematical theory. By outlining a fundamentally new interpretation of
mathematics that eliminated the restrictions of empiricism and apriorism
Lobachevsky rose above the common methodological level of his time.

4 0 Idem, Vol. 1. pp. 260-261 and Vol. 3, p. 23.
4 1 Idem, Vol. 3, pp. 521, 527.
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Lobachevsky's philosophical thinking is exceptionally concrete: it grows
out of attempts to justify mathematics, and, in turn, determines these
attempts. The latter point is made clear by our earlier discussion. As an
empiricist-fundamentalist, Lobachevsky singles out the parallel postulate
as an arbitrary assumption; as an adherent of the analytic method he looks
for a solution of the problem by resorting to a formal generalization; and,
finally, as a fictionalist he justifies his generalized geometry by its usefulness
for analysis. Contrary to some claims, what accounts for Lobachevsky's
remarkable achievements in geometry is not his empiricism or materialism
but rather his analytic and formalistic style of thought, and, in particular,
his transfer into geometry of modes of thought that had been formulated
in algebra and in analysis.

4. The Fate of Lobachevsky's Methodological Ideas.
As a mathematical theory, Lobachevsky's geometry gradually became a
component of mathematics. In Riemann's classification, it was interpreted
as one of the three-dimensional manifolds (spaces) with constant negative
curvature. The discovery of its interpretation on a pseudosphere (E. Bel-
trami, 1868) played an important role in its recognition as a legitimate
mathematical object.

Lobachevsky's general ideas, however, have not received the fame that
they deserve. His attempt to construct a rigorous axiomatic basis of Eu-
clidean geometry has neither been noted nor critically evaluated. His ar-
guments concerning a proof of the consistency of geometry have attracted
no attention. His idea of generalization, an idea that is at the basis of his
approach to the construction of the new geometry, has not been under-
stood. At first, non-Euclidean geometry was perceived as a certain kind of
scientific extremism, as a supposed refutation of a theory that was accepted
and justified by experience, and this significantly delayed its acceptance.42

Finally, we note that the idea of a functional justification of geome-
try was completely unacceptable to most mathematicians. This is well
illustrated by the history of the critical evolution of the status of non-
Euclidean geometries at the end of the nineteenth century. Neo-Kantians
either rejected non-Euclidean geometries as empty logical forms without
content (I. Bekker, V. J. Zinger), or relegated them to the world of noumena
(O. Liebmann), or tried to justify their existence by pointing to their real-
izations on objects of Euclidean geometry in line with the requirements of
apriorism (W. Meinecke, L. Nelson). Basically, all of these arguments were
dictated by the idea of reflection. Non-Euclidean geometry made sense only
to the extent to which it could be referred to something external to it, be

42 See: E. K. Khil'kevich, 'On the history of the diffusion and evolution of the ideas
of N. I. Lobachevsky in the 60s and 70s of the 19th century', Historical-mathematical
Investigations. Issue 2, Moscow, 1949.
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it the world of noumena or of modelling objects in Euclidean geometry.
A similar state of affairs prevailed in the case of scholars who held em-

piricist views. Thus, in order to prove the validity of spherical and pseudo-
spherical geometry, H. Helmholtz, in his famous paper 'On the origin and
meaning of the axioms of geometry' (1876), notes that, firstly, both of these
geometries are intrinsically consistent, secondly, in the planimetric case they
can be realized in Euclidean space, and thirdly, they are intrinsically related
to Euclidean geometry in the sense that all three geometries admit free mo-
tions of bodies without changes of form (distance systems). We see that
Helmholtz makes every effort to bring non-Euclidean geometries closer to
Euclidean geometry, to make them less imaginary and closer to real-world
experience. He tries to convince the reader that a logically coherent geo-
metry, even if different from Euclidean geometry, can, in principle, find its
realization in sensory experience—at the very least in experience that is
possible only in principle. Strangely enough, the followers and defenders
of Lobachevsky's geometry used just one—the weakest—of Lobachevsky's
arguments. This was the hypothesis of its applicability in other areas of
experience—an hypothesis to which Lobachevsky attached very little im-
portance. The idea of justification of a geometry as a method that extends
the possibilities of analysis is completely absent.

It is a fact that the discussion of the status of non-Euclidean geometries
at the end of the last century and at the beginning of this century failed to
include a critical evaluation of the ideas of Lobachevsky. To a significant
extent, this is because there were no scholars in Russia at the time of
Lobachevsky, or immediately after him, who could accept and defend his
ideas.

There were, however, also objective reasons. In his arguments about non-
Euclidean geometry, Lobachevsky advanced, in fact, a new criterion for the
acceptance of a mathematical theory, namely the functional criterion, and
mathematics of his time was not yet ready to accept it. So far, we can
discern at least four criteria for admissibility of a mathematical theory:
the 'mapping' criterion that is the basis for the apparent admissibility of
the traditional theories; the criterion of internal mathematical realizability
that legitimized, say, the complex numbers; the functional criterion, that
approves a mathematical theory exclusively on the basis of its usefulness as
a method; and, finally, the criterion of formal consistency, put at the basis of
comprehension of mathematics by Hilbert at the beginning of our century.
The intrinsic philosophy of nineteenth-century mathematicians was closely
linked to the first two criteria. The purely functional justification resorted
to by Lobachevsky could hardly be regarded as adequate—all the more
because, up to that time, the theory involved was considered exclusively
from the 'mapping' viewpoint.

Of course, the idea of a useful fiction did not disappear from nineteenth-
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century mathematics. Following Carnot, mathematicians spoke of indefi-
nite elements in a theory that have purely operational meaning. In Loba-
chevsky's case, however, what was involved were not isolated fictitious ele-
ments in a theory but an entirely fictitious ('imaginary') theory. This kind
of extended fictionalism, quite natural to us, was unacceptable from the
viewpoint of most nineteenth-century mathematical thought.

Many contemporary publications give the impression that Lobachevsky,
having discovered and technically developed his theory, failed to provide
it with an adequate logical and philosophical foundation. The true state
of affairs is completely different. The functional viewpoint, consistently
adhered to by Lobachevsky, not only sufficed for the comprehension of the
place of non-Euclidean geometries in mathematics, but also opened up the
possibility of the modern approach to the understanding of the status of all
of abstract mathematics. Actually, the level of nineteenth-century metho-
dological thought was far below the level attained by Lobachevsky. We deal
here with a genius, for whom there opened up an obvious perspective stage
in the comprehension of mathematics, closed to his contemporaries by the
prejudices of apriorism and empiricism.

Lobachevsky's philosophical and methodological ideas are not always ad-
equately presented in our own time. Most of the books and papers dealing
with Lobachevsky depict him as a trite empiricist, and the formalist and
fictionalist elements of his methodology, of such crucial importance in his
case, are completely ignored. Even his empiricism tends to be presented
in the very different spirit of Riemann. Such an approach deprives us of
the possibility of understanding the logic of the discovery and justification
of non-Euclidean geometry. Also, some of Lobachevsky's more particular
purposes and results are given skewed interpretations. Take, for example,
his proof of the consistency of his geometry. In the editorial introduction to
the Collected Works of Lobachevsky, the authors claim that Lobachevsky
pondered all his life over the problem of the consistency of non-Euclidean
geometry, that he searched persistently for a 'categorical and objective con-
firmation' of his subjective certainty of this consistency, and that he pursued
the solution of the problem in two ways: by reducing his trigonometry to
spherical trigonometry and by using its transformations for the computa-
tion of definite integrals. 'But', state the authors,

Lobachevsky's works do not contain an exhaustive proof of logical consistency.
It fell to his followers and successors (Beltrami, Klein, Poincare, Sophus Lie)
to give such a proof.43

This treatment of the problem of consistency in the case of Lobachevsky
looks quite convincing, but is actually very far from the truth.

4 3 Collected Works, Vol. 1, p. 9. The editorial board of the Collected Works of N. I. Lo-
bachevsky (1946—1951) at first consisted of five mathematicians: A. P. Kotelnikov,
W. W. Stepanov, N. G. Chebotarev, P. A. Shirokov, and V. F. Kagan (chief editor).
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First, it is not true that the purpose of Lobachevsky's works on the
computation of definite integrals was to prove the consistency of the new
geometry. Even a general knowledge of his methodological positions leaves
no doubt that these works demonstrate the effectiveness of the imaginary
geometry in analysis, and can be appreciated only in the context of the idea
of functional justification, consistently adhered to by Lobachevsky.

Second, it is not true that the problem of consistency was central, and
in some sense painful, for Lobachevsky. We will be closer to the truth if
we-say that for him this problem did not exist. The logical consistency
of his geometry was for him a fact beyond doubt. It flowed, so to say,
from below, from the truth of its assumptions, and was unquestionable.
Lobachevsky could have regarded Euclidean geometry as false, and thus
possibly inconsistent, because it contained an arbitrary assumption. From
the very beginning he regarded generalized geometry, liberated from this
postulate, as unconditionally consistent.

Lobachevsky did not view his arguments, based on the reduction of non-
Euclidean trigonometry to spherical trigonometry as focused on a proof of
its consistency. Following these arguments, he wrote:

If analytics and the new Geometry—which we will call 'imaginary' in con-
trast to the usual geometry—concur, then we can expect them to benefit each
other.44

In the first instance, Lobachevsky saw in the reduction he had carried
out not the fact of the logical consistency of his geometry but the mutual
conformity and possibility of interaction of two theories. For him, the idea
of logical consistency had no independent significance; it was subordinated
to the idea of functional justification. In his last works Lobachevsky cites
this reduction as just an interesting mathematical fact, without adding any
methodological comments. Thus we can say that he did not assign to this
reduction the kind of direct foundational significance which we ascribe to
it today.

Finally, it is not true that Lobachevsky's works do not contain a proof
of the consistency of his geometry. Objectively, they do. The reduction
of hyperbolic trigonometry to spherical is no less of a consistency proof of
Lobachevsky's plane geometry than the Beltrami model. We may add that
Lobachevsky undoubtedly understood this reduction as containing in itself
a proof of consistency of his geometry in relation to the Euclidean one. He
wrote,

Thus, if one may assume now that some contradiction could refute in future
the principles of the New Geometry, adopted by us, he must understand that
this contradiction may be concealed only in the equations, above formulated
(17). We note yet that these transform into equations of sperical Trigonometry
(20) as soon as we replace a, b and c by ay/^1, by/^1 and c\f-i respectively;

44 Collected Works, Vol. 1, p. 261.
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now let us notice that common Geometry and Trigonometry are based on one
and the same relations of lines: thus, common Geometry, Trigonometry and
this New Geometry will be in agreement with one another forever.45

Thus, the authors also make a mistake when they oppose Beltrami
to Lobachevsky on the purely logical level. The main distinction lies
here in the methodological plane. Beltrami built up the first model of
Lobachevsky's geometry of objects of Euclidian geometry and thus demon-
strated the (spatial) significance of the former. In other words, Beltrami
gave the first foundation to Lobachevsky's geometry in accordance with
methodological standards of the time. Pure formal reduction of Lobachev-
sky, apparently, could not play such a role. As was indicated already,
Lobachevsky himself did not assign to this reduction any important foun-
dational significance.

The example we have just considered is not an exception. Modern works
on Lobachevsky contain many similar mistakes. In the last analysis, these
mistakes are due to the failure of the scholars involved to pay adequate
attention to the intellectual climate of Lobachevsky's time and to their
own methodological attitudes.

History shows that creative mathematicians differ in the nature of their
talents. There are geniuses of intellectual intuition, geniuses who think
in images, technical virtuosi, and creators who rely on erudition and the
ability to combine remote ideas. As for Lobachevsky, he was, undoubtedly,
a methodological genius. All of his concrete efforts are illuminated by a
grand plan that derives, in the last analysis, from general ideas about the
validation of mathematics. Methodological thinking is the sphere in which
Lobachevsky was furthest ahead of his contemporaries, and in which he
was least understood by his successors. What we have said implies that
a successful analysis of Lobachevsky's creative achievements calls for an
investigation of the methodological level of his thought, in close connection
with the philosophical views of his time. The task of this paper was to
outline the main contours of such an investigation.

The author is very grateful to Abe Shenitzer and Hardy Grant for the
fine translation of this article from the Russian and to G. Crowe for his
useful remarks on the manuscript.
[Translated by Abe Shenitzer, with the editorial assistance of Hardy Grant.
Both at York University, Canada.]
ABSTRACT. The article deals with the philosophical and methodological ideas of
N. I. Lobachevsky—one of the creators of non-Euclidean geometries in the first
half of the nineteenth century. The author shows that Lobachevsky elaborated a
specific system of views on the nature of mathematical concepts and that these
views were deeply involved in his mathematical investigation, especially in the
creation and justification of the new geometry.

4 5 Collected Works Vol. 1, p. 261.




